Conventional methods of determining and allocating of reactive power costs which are based on power factor do not provide an accurate method to consumers reactive power pricing. While support for ensuring proper and continuous reactive power is needed to generate sufficient incentives to generate reactive power. To motivate participates, it is needed to create an economic structure of reactive power. In this paper, a method for determining the cost of reactive power is presented considering direct and indirect costs in generating and transmission. The developed tracing method for allocating reactive power cost is introduced. Simulation results in the IEEE 30-bus test system are considered to test and validate the proposed method. The methodologies, results and discussion presented in this paper show that the presented method is practical and has reasonable speed for determination and allocating reactive power cost.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional reactive power pricing methods are based on power factor. These methods are not suitable for the restructured power systems. Because in these systems the costs of each reactive power support services must be paid separately. In addition, current tariffs only consider local costs and calculate the reactive power consumption respect variables which can not judge the full customers usage [1] [2] [3] . Development of reactive power pricing service causes to nodal pricing theory definition [4] [5] [6] . More research work based on the nodal pricing has been presented in [7] . This method is sensitive to operating conditions and system constraints. Also, its computing time is considerable and due to nonlinearly its convergence is not acceptable.
Obtained capital from a pricing point for the overall cost of coverage is not enough and therefore additional pricing options are needed [2] .
In this paper, a generalized method for allocation of reactive power cost is presented. By applying this method, calculation of the cost of generating and transferring and the allocation of costs between different users should be considered.
Generalized tracking method is based on actual costs of production conducted in reactive power. This method is a practical, fast and usable in large scale power systems. In addition, this method is useful in markets based and restructured environments.
DETERMINE THE COST OF REACTIVE POWER
Determination the cost of reactive power can be divided in two main parts: generation and transmission.
To calculate the opportunity cost of the generator, using the capacity curve generator, consider a point of reference for the determination of operational changes can reduce reactive power in exchange for real in the actual operation point to a reference point operation is required.
The reference point can be calculated using the system load flow results, regardless of voltage limits. Therefore, the reactive power cost is equivalent with the benefit of generators, which cannot produce active power. This cost is calculated as follows:
where ($) P OCR is the reactive power opportunity cost, p E is the marginal cost of active power, P ∆ is the reduced active power, T ∆ is the duration of active power reducing, OC is the operation costs, during the active power is reducing, and KVArh is the reactive power generation during the time [8] .
Transmission system has an important role in reactive power transferring is the power systems. Equipment such as transformers, overheads lines, underground cables, reactive power compensation devices such as shunt and/or series capacitor banks, reactors (shunt and/or series), static VAR compensators are used in transmission systems.
In this paper, the costs of equipment such as transformers with tap changing capability and capacitor banks with switcher are considered and calculated.
TRACKING AND COST ALLOCATION OF REACTIVE POWER
Tracking consumption of each consumer can be calculated using the main laws establishing such as Ohm's Law and the Kirchhoff's law.
This algorithm starts using the obtained information solving the load flow. Then, the zone of each generator in the network is considered. In general, a zone of each generator is a graph that includes a generator, loads and the transmission lines, which are connected to the generators. 
Using Tracing Method for Calculation and Allocation of Reactive Power Cost
In order to tracking the reactive power, it should be considering the various reactive power sources such generators, transmission lines and series and parallel compensation instruments exist. Some network elements as sources of reactive power transfer act and thus have own domain. In this study, all transport network elements are considered as branches. For branches which have two or more zones, proportional share method is used for calculating contributions of the each zone.
In each branch, reactive power contribution is calculated using proportional based method. Zones participations are obtained using the following equations, as shown in Fig. 1. (a) (b) .
The loads contributions in the loss of reactive power can be calculated using the proportional based method, as following:
SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed method for determination and allocation of the reactive power is implemented on the IEEE 30-bus test system as shown in Fig. 2 . The above algorithm is a general algorithm, which can be applied to the larger size of power systems. In this system, there are 30 buses, 40 transmission lines, six generators, two capacitor banks and 21 load points.
The investment cost of generators, using Eq.1 and Eq.3, are obtained that values are in Table 1 . In addition, investment cost of capacitor banks is obtained from Eq.7 which is presented in Table 2 .
The opportunity cost is calculated using Eq. 1. The obtained results for the opportunity cost of generators are presented in Table  3 . Table 3 . Opportunities cost for reactive power generation
According to Eq.8 to Eq. 17, the contribution of generators on the transmission lines can be calculated. Obtained results are shown in Table 4 . 
CONCLUSION
• Obtained results shows that the proposed algorithm is suitable and accurate enough for determining the exact contribution rate of generators and loads in the transmission lines.
• The performance of the proposed algorithm for determining the contribution and participation generators and loads rate on the losses of reactive power in generators is considerable.
• According to the results of the simulation, the main differences between the proposed method with other conventional methods for determining the cost of production and transport sectors in the reactive power support, compatibility with the model used in power flow to determine the possible participation reactive power transmission lines in the calculations has provided precisely.
• The proposed method doesn't need to define virtual nodes. The formulation of a branch rather than a node formulation is used and thus can determine the contribution of generators in parallel components is provided.
• Allocating costs in the generation system are calculated using the proposed method obtains the contribution rate of each generators at the load buses. of the zones (resources and loads) and the contribution rate of each customer on the transmission lines.
